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GraffUn WillSpeak «
At Commencement r
'
*

Rabbi Leon Feuer Of Collingwood Temple, Toledo, Will
Deliver Baccalaureate Sermon At Service, June 9;
Rev. T. P. Ullom To Give Invocation

Dr. Samuel W. Grafflin of White Plains. New York, and outstanding writer, lecturer, minister and councellor to the religious
life of America will speak at the Commencement that will be held
in the Auditorium Monday, June 10 at 10 a.m.
Rabbi Leon Feuer will speak on "The Quest of the Ages" at
the Baccalaureate Service that will be held at the Auditorium Sunday, June 9 at 2:30 p.m.
Rabbi Feuer holds the degrees of
Bachelor of Art*, Bachelor of Hebrew
and Rabbi. He is now Rabbi of the
Collingwood Avenue Temple in Toledo.
Ullom to Give Invocation
The Reverend Thomat P. Ullom
of the Pemberville Community Presbyterian Church will give the invocation. Reverend Ullom is the father
of Paul Ullom, a senior in the music
department.
At the age of 15, the young Mr.
Grafflin went to sea and worked his
wap up to Brevet Captain. When he
came home, he studied hard, entered
business and later became a member
of the firm.
He had a definite call to the mm
itry and went with his wife into the
City Missionary Society "Downtown
Church" project, using a large downtown church as a base of operation.
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Speaker

Rabbi Loon Feuer, youthful Jeviah loader of Tolodo, is well-know,
in this territory as tha Rabbi of the
Collingwood Avenue Tempi*.
Ho
will speak on "The Quoat of tho
Ages" at tho Baccalauroate Service
on June 8.

President Presides
At First Honors Day
Program May 17
High Ranking
Senior*
Honored; Portrait Of Dr.
Kohl Presented
A crowd of students and
guests which filled the University Auditorium saw students
outstanding in scholarship and
and school activities honored by
President Frank J. Prout at the
first Honors Day held on the
Bowling Green Campus last Friday morning.
A portrait of the late Dr. Clayton
C. Kohl was presented to Kohl Hall
daring the colorful ceremony, in
which seniors and faculty wore caps
and gowns.
Scholars Lauded
Three seniors received magna cum
laude honors for maintaining a grade
average of more than 3.7 out of a
possible 4 during their entire college
career. These students were Richard Lilley, Evelyn Kintner, and Elmer Weitx.
Cum laud* honors were conferred
upon those who had maintained a
point average of 3.5 or over during
their four years at Bowling Green.
Those mentioned in this class were
Janet Hare, Clarence Hochanadel,
Margaret Kaiser, and William Chappell.
To Bo Annual Event
In a brief address, Dr. Prout expressed the hope that Honors Day
would become an annual event. He
also stated that those students who
are outstanding in college are most
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

Writer and Lecturer
Dr. Grafflin was called to large institutional work, then to a Washington, D.C. pastorate, all the time writing and lecturing as a sideline.
He was then appointed Industrial
Missionary of the Methodist Church
(which he still Is by annual appointment) and given a job with the Ward
Baking Company in Social Welfare
Service. This brought him a special
governmental commission during the
World War and a call from the YM
CA to take the religious work at
West Side Branch, New York, which
brought him in contact with Ship and
Shore Work as well as Waterfront
Guard Detachments.
Following the war, he returned to
West Side Branch, retiring from active YMCA work in 1930.
He is now editor and publisher
of "The American Aristocrat," a little monthly magaiine with a growing
subscription list.
His personality and pleasing and
forceful presentation render him in
great demand as a speaker.

Professor W. P. Holt
Plans Annual Tour
To California Coast
Prof. W. P. Holt announces that
his annual conducted tour will take
him across the continent through Salt
Lake City to California.
All students desiring to take the
trip in August following the regular
summer school should contact Professor Holt as early as possible. The
trip is listed as course No. 261 and
three hours credit will be given.
Professor Holt states that the course
will be limited to 36 students.
Professor Holt plans to go by fast
train from Chicago to Salt Lake and
then to proceed by first class chartered bus on a great circuit tour that
will make it possible to go directly to
the many points of special interest included on the itineraryPoints of interest to be visited are
Zion National Park, Bryce Canyon,
the Grand Canyon, Sequoia National
Park, San Francisco and vicinity,
the Golden Gate and Yosemite National Park.

Berlincourt, Jaynes Do Right
By Bill As "Shrew" Ends Run
Shakespeare plus some of the funniest stage business ever done on the
University stage was the University
Players' production of the "Taming
of the Shrew" Wednesday, Thursday and Friday in connection with
the May Day celebration.
Though some of the roughest humor was omitted in the production,
the three large audiences, totaling
approximately 2500, roared continuously as the double story was unreeled.
Berlincourt Sparkles
Welda Berlincourt, remembered
for her lovey-dovey romantic role in
last year's "Beggar on Horseback,"
turned hot-headed for the shrew role
and proved herself a real actress even
while handling the sarcastic lines at
the end of the play. She was action
itself whenever she was on the stage.
Dick Jaynes turned from the calm
and peaceful role of Dr. Webb in

"Our Town" to the raving, whipcracking, shrew-taming woman trainer.
Berlincourt and Jaynes, with
swaggering, hot-tempered action and
lines, played the parts to perfection.
Highlighting Jaynes' characterization was his tenor solo.
Lord Cronaer Swaggers
William Cromer, the lord of the
induction, gave the best performance
of the conceited, cock-sure, swashbuckling nobleman of the time. Jack
Roman, as Christopher Sly, though
showing that he has not had great
experience as a drunk, gave a convincing performance after he got to
the balcony.
Howard Shine, with a slightly
larger stomach than usual and as
the father of the shrew, gave his
best comedy, not in his lines but in
his business. Shine is a funny-man
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
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Lil' Abnar has hi, eye on Daisy Mao and it ready to hot-foot it for the
bill* became thia it Sadia Hawkins weak and it makes Dogpatch'. hero quake
in bi, bare foot and gulp for air for fear of being caught. Lil' Abnar is
Gaorga Madaras in real Ufa and Daisy Mae ia pretty Joan Norsworthy,
freshman. They will bo crowned at the Sadia Hawkins danco on tha tennis
courts Friday.
Hear: Fiddler's orchestra will be on hand at 8:30 to play
for the dance.

Sadie Hawkins Week Begins
Today With Dance 8:30 Friday
Bowling Green will undergo a metamorphosis and emerge a
veritable Dogpatch Hollow when campus coeds in ragged skirts
and pigtails take their Lil' Abner boy friends to the annual Sadie
Hawkins Dance Friday night at 8:30 on the tennis courts.
The Delhi fraternity is sponsoring the party and has hired
Henri Fiddler's Lima orchestra.
Round and square dancing
will be featured.
♦
Calobration Begins Today
Beginning at noon today the gals
will have the upper hand until the
dance Friday. According to tradition
they must call for dates for the
rest of the week and return same
home. They must pay all bills, exchange dances, open doors, check Eating Centers To Serve 120
coats and attend to all other personal
Student* At About
matters.
$3 Per Week
Corsages will be in order and the
Y. M. C. A. is sponsoring a vegetable
Three cooperative eating houses
corsage counter with free delivery.
serving 120 men and women students
Joan and George
Joan
Norsworthy
and
George will be opened next fall under UniverMadaras will be crowned Daisy Mac sity supervision and student manageand Lil' Abner during intermission at ment according to a statement from
the completion of a floor show of President Frank J. Prout.
The co-op plan will enable the stucampus talent directed by Howard
Shine and Mr. C. J. Poling. Tiny dent to obtain the best food for ap<
Riddle, chairman of the dance, an- proximately $:i per week according
nouncs that $5 will be awarded the to the managers in charge. The exact
couple that moat closely resembles the price will be determined by the fluctcomic strip favorites at the costume uations in market prices and the
quality and quantity of food served.
affair.
Roger Gifford will manage the Mary
Couples will sit at reserved tables
(cover charge, five cents) on the out- Wilson house at 310 E. Wooster street
which
will serve 60 men. Thirty men
door dance floor which will resemble
a mountain cabaret. Refreshments will be served at Mrs. Zimmerman's
house at 417 E. Wooster street with
will be served.
Charles Arnold in charge. Gene
Whisker King to be Crowned
The winners in the beard growing Cheetwood will manage Mrs. Gregg's
contest will be announced and the house at the corner of Ridge and
prizes awarded at the dance. Shuffle Prospect streets, serving 30 women.
Students may apply
for co-op
board and horse shoes will be arrangmembership at the offices of Dr. H.
ed for non-dancers.
B.
Williams,
Dean
A.
B.
Conklin,
the
The Delhis emphasise that the
party will demand Dogpatch clothes co-op managers or with Robert Dorfwith overalls and skirts. Invitations meyer. Applications will be taken until
are not being sent to faculty members June 1.
The expansion of cooperative orbecause the sponsors want the entire
faculty with their guests to attend. ganizations in colleges and universities throughout the country as well
as the success of the Topper Club at
Kohl Hall warrants the establishment
of more co-op clubs on the campus.

University To Open
Three Co-Op Houses
For Men and Women

Low Makes Change
In Charging System
To Speed Up Service New Frat To Give
With only four weeks remaining
All-Campus Dance,
in his administration as library head,
Edmon Low made another signifiPicnic On May 29
cant change in the charge system

last week.
All written requests for reserve
and regular books will be handed to
a student assistant sitting at the
south end of the main desk. The
assistant will check the files to see
if the requested book is ojt. If not,
he in turn will hand the slip to a
page who secures the book from the
shelf and issues it. When books are
returned, they are to be placed near
the file checker.
This change will expediate the work
of the assistants and wil' scve much
of the student's otherwise wasted
time, by informing him immediately
if the book is not available, Mr. Low
said.
At least 26 more books were received at the library this psst week.
Included among these were "Since
Ye.terday" by F. J. Allen, a volume
that tells with verve and clarity and
humor the story of a vital and dramatic period, the nineteen-thirtles;
"Youth and Sex" by Dorothy Bromley and Florence Britten, a case study
of 1300 students in 45 colleges and
universities throughout the U.S. How
the young people of today are solving their sexual problems and what
they are doing and thinking about
them are clearly set forth.

The only all-campus picnic and
dance to be given off the campus this
year will be held at the city park and
in the American Legion hall on May
29, it was announced this week by
the Beta Gamma Upsilon fraternity
which is sponsoring the event.
The program will include a soft
ball game between the faculty men
under the management of coaches
Warren Steller and Harry Ockerman
and the senior men under the management of Art Shanly, president of the
senior class. The game will begin
immediately after the varsity game
with Findlay.
Present plans call for a picnic supper after the faculty-senior game,
with potato chips, lemonade and ice
cream bars furnished by the fraternity and the social committee.
Frankie Hamilton's orchestra will
play for the all-campus dance in the
Legion Hall. With the next day a
holiday, dancing will be until 11:30,
the fraternity announced.
Mrs. Maude Sharp, dean of women, stated that it would be necessary for all women attending the
picnic and dance to get off-campus
permits from her office.

Students To Name
Class Heads Today
Fraternity, Sorority Combine Form* Powerful Block
Against New C.C.O. Party; Independents Seek To
Improve Weak Slate Of Last Year
New voting records are expected to be made today in the
annual spring elections for class officers as the newly reorganized
(". C. 0, pits its strength against the fusion party which won all
but one office in the elections last year.
Ballotting began at 8 a. m. and will continue until 4 p. m.
Election campaigning reached new heights on the campus this
morning, and the front of the A.1mm
iteration Building and Well were fill- *
ed with poster* and streamers.
Saak to Break Monopoly
The election marks the attempt of
the C.C.O., organized by members
of the Beta Gamma Upsilon fraternity and certain independents, to break
the monopoly on campus politics held
by the fusion party composed *f the
Commoners, Delhis, Five Brothers,
Seven Sisters, Five Sisters, Skols,
and weaker support from some of the
other sororities.
The sophomore class officers huve
been thrown open and members of
fusion fraternities and sororities are
running against the fusion candidates.
Two Forced Out
Betty Jane Lowry, candidate for
senior class secretary, and Hilda Glover, candidate for junior class secretary, have been forced to withdraw
by fusion party pressure on their sorority.
Candidates on the two parties'
slates are as follows:
Senior class — president: Clayton
Whitcomb, I n d.—Rex Moorheud,
fusion; vice president: Joe Freeman,
C.C.O. — Dale Good, fusion; secretary: Ruth Baxter, fusion, unopposed upon withdrawal of Betty Jane
Lowry, C.C.O. candidate; treasurer:
Marcia Friesner, fusion — Clarence
Goterba, C.C.O.; student council: Don
Coursen, C.C.O. — Darl Gatchell,
fusion.
Junior class — president: Don Mason, fusion, unopposed; vice president: Gaylord Groff, C.C.O. — Dick
Slater, fusion; secretary: Charlotte
Stump, fusion, unopposed upon withdrawal of Hilda Glover; treasurer:
Mildred Wolf, fusion — Richard
Camp, C.C.O.; student council: Helen Sturgeon, fusion — Ruth Vermilya, Ken Winslow.
Sophomore class—president: Bob
Brown, C. C. O.; Dick Jaynes, Charles
Klotz, and Jim Showkier, fusion.
Vice president: Bob Oswald, C. C.
O.; John Curtis, fusion; Margaret
Dietrich, Marietta Kershner.
Secretary: Carrie Crockett, C. C.
O.; Jean Merscreau, fusion; and
Margaret Persons.
Treasurer: Signa Hanifan, C. C.
0.; Martha Jordan, fusion.
Student Council: Scott Street, C.
C. O.; Boyd Smith, Marie Greenwood,
fusion; Kenneth Butterfield, Joe
Coale, and Marie Evans.
Dorm Gets Face-Lifting;
Pictures Hung In Lounges
Landscaping- of the Kohl Hall
grounds is rapidly nearing completion,
and water was put into the new fish
pool in front of the main entrance
last week.
It is expected that the new pool
will be able to take care of the expected increase in the freshman class
next semester.
Trees and shrubs have been planted about the grounds immediately
surrounding the dormitory, and the
lawn has been seeded.
Two pictures of Dr. Clayton C.
Kohl which were presented to the
dormitory at Honors Day were hung
in the lounges this week. One is in
the main lounge on the first floor, the
other is hung over the firpelace in
the downstairs lounge.
Mrs. C. C. Kohl and her daughter
in law, Mrs. J. Kohl, were dinner
guests at the dormitory last Sunday.

Gets Scholarship

0*vUA.*T 3«V«*J
Orv.11* Dryer, to gradual* ia Jun*
from the College* of Bu.ii.at. Adminittration, it a gradauta of Clay High
School, Ganoa. Ha it a member of
th* Five Brother. Fraternity and of
Phi Alpha Chi, accounting fraternity.
H* It on* of three from Bowling
Green to receive a scholar.hip to
Northwestern.

Orville Dryer Wins
Service Scholarship
To Northwestern U.
Bowling Green Gets Three
Appointments In Field
Of 1200 Students
Orville W. Dryer, senior in the
College of Business Administration, received a tuition scholarship to the School of Commerce
at the University of Northwestern, Dean R. G. Harshman announced early this week.
Three Bowling; Green seniors
from the College of Business Administration have received scholarships from Northwestern University
during the past two weeks.
The Northwestern scholarships are
among the most outstanding ones
in the country. Each year approximately 1200 students throughout the
United States make application for
the 30 scholarships offered by the
Evanston, 111. institution.
Three
Bowling Green students made application this year and all three were
accepted: Robert Dorfemeyer, William Chappell along with Dryer.
Dryer's scholarship is in retailing
and he will be interned with the National Tea Co., a chain-store system
wheih operates throughout the middle west with its main offices in Chicago.
He will live in Abbott Hall, new
IB story men's dormitory which is
being built in Northwestern's downtown-Chicago campus overlooking
Lake Michigan.
Majoring in accounting and marketing, Dryer will graduate here in
June this year.

A Tradition Which Challenges
Worthwhile traditions were started for this University last
Friday. Honors Day with cum laude awards; a greatly enlarged
and splendidly conceived and executed afternoon program; a senior stag dinner on the "gridiron" pattern; a play which won the
enthusiastic praises of all who saw it; and finally a brilliant U. A.
Prom — all made up a day of intense and most interesting activity.
Very much do I wish to thank the faculty and student body
for their splendid interest and help. It was a task of large proportions. All of you did your part well. My thanks to you!
Now for a glimpse into the future! May we start right now to
plan for next year even a better program. This will be a difficult
but worthy ambition.
Sincerely yours,

**~g£<&~*
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Anti-War Rally Was Success..
j The Anti-War Rally held in the Administration Building last week was a minor success and
did not turn out to be a meeting of radicals who
just wanted to air their ideas as many people
anticipated.
, The panel of eight students who led the discussion with some 65 students was well selected.
Apparently they were of high intellectual calibre
and were sincerely interested in the problem at
hand. It was a rare gathering of a distinguished
looking group of seven men and a coed.
The meeting was not called to solve the world's
lor the nation's problems by passing a simple bit
of legislation, nor did this wnr-despising group
announce anything outstanding or discover anything new on the world situation. The meeting
;did however indicate that there are a few people
•on the campus who follow world politics and have
,some concern about their own hides and the future of their families and country.
i Economics, war strategy, "M" Day and propaganda were hashed and rehashed in the light of
'the world situation today. Nothing new was
jsaid. Although the discussion nearly dwindled
to discourse on economics by Albert Boucher, the
group as a whole proved that the present generation will not let themselves get involved in the
present European situation if it is within their
power to resist and that youth is taking a more
sane and stable attitude toward the over-seas
mess than it took in 1917.
The meeting did not profess to present a solution nor a way of evading the draft, rather it
was merely a discussion, designed to provoke interest and thought and to make more people realize that there exists a problem in which they
are vitally concerned.
As to the effect of this meeting in an anti-war
campaign — the group is only a handful of the
American public, but if it were coupled with similar groups from other schools, it could hold real
weight. One thing is certain: 65 Bowling Green
students don't want to go to war I Probably a
great percent of the male population here feels
the same. If this anti-war cry is raised by an intelligent public, a nation cannot conscript its unwilling youth,
', .
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Add to all this the war map in the lower corridor of the Administration Building. The two
poems, afterwards put up on the map, are its
only redeemini? features.
No wonder that we are getting jittery. —R.L.

HOSTESS CONGRATULATES UNIVERSITY
'Round The Campus
ON QUALITY, CONDUCT OF TRERLE CLEF

Other Editors Think ..

Dean of Women
State University,
Bowling Green, O.

The Dartmouth College Daily Dartmouth
pointed recently to one of the little-talked-of results of organization for peace: "There is another danger in (peace) organizations, a danger
which was illustrated at Dartmouth during the
World War, when a group supporting the vague
objective of peace and having nothing else in
its platform, helped to bring into being the volunteer movement for war. Dartmouth learned
then that one organization sets up an opposing
organization, that movements for peace can generate friction which will start a counter movement for war."
Pointing to the dangers of pacifism, the Wellesley College News said: "Once again the small,
peace-loving neutral states are facing the possibility of being sacrificed to aid in the power
politics of a great and forceful state. Germany
is waging a war of nerves against Belgium and
The Netherlands similar to that which preceded
the invasion of Poland. This is an indictment
of passive pacifism. Those who are truly p.-u-ifistic, who are sincerely dismayed at the recognition that the peaceful state is now no more than
a 'buffer,' cannot fail to realize that a mere lip
service to pacifistic principles, a passive hope
that a state wishing peace will be let alone, is
not enough."

By DON R'AGER

Dear Madam:
A few weeks ago it was my privilege and pleasure to hear your Women's Chorus sing in Lansdale and
later to have four of your young women in my home as overnight guests.
Although this letter is somewhat
delayed I want to congratulate you
and Mr. Kennedy for the fine Choral
work of the choir.
"Being a voice
teacher and having been in several
large choral organizatoins I can say
sincerely that yours was the first women'* chorus I have heard that did
their work justice; I was really thrilled and especially with their tone
quality in their humming. As a rule
women's part singing hasn't much
warmth or color but I feel Mr. Kennedy has done a splendid piece of
work and should be commended for
it. Also the four girls we entertained were a splendid advertisement
for
your school,
namely — Joan
Brown, Donna Ruth Deal, Belva
Powell and another little girl named
Arvella.
Trusting your good work may go
on indefinitely and that you will
again include Lansdale in one of
your tours, I am

By GORDON HUMPHREY

(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

Reverend Wilson, representing the
class of '26 presented a portrait of
Dr. Clayton C. Kohl to Anthony
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Hebrew, and Rabbi.
Frances, president of the dormitory,
Uon Ksfsr
f<Jr thrfie weeks witn a
named in honor of the late sociology
bad attack of flu.
professor. The portrait will be hung
H. Slawson is learning the moat
in a lounge in the dormitory.
cutting business from the ground up
Paul Lindenmeyer was given the
— He works part-time for the Kroger
Chemical Journal award for achievSupermarket.
ing the highest score on a compreNicolas Cucuro who graduated at
hensive chemistry examination and
for maintaining the highest cumu- semesters last year and Sara Leininglative average in freshman chemistry er, a aenior this year, were married
Sunday afternoon by Rev. R. A. Siecourses.
bens at the Presbyterian Church.
Scholarships Announced
They will live in Nick's hometown,
Clarence Hochanadel's receivership Bellevne.
of a graduate scholarship in chemIt is rumored that one of the soistry to the University of Indiana called faculty members will marry a
was announced.
nurse from a neighboring town soon.

At The Cinema
-— -

AT THE LYRIC

The Roaring Twenties, saga of the
lawless Prohibition duys, comes to
the Lyric Wednesday and Thursday,
starring James Cagney,
Priscilla
I.nne, Humphrey Bogart and Gladys
George. It's the story of an exsoldier who turns gangster and loses
the girl who worships him.
Dr. Cvclops, coming Sunday and
Monday, is the story of a half-mad
■rientttt who discovers a machine to
"shrink" human beings to one-fifth
their normal size. Albert Dekker is
Dr. Cyclops, while Janie Ix>gan and
Thomns Coley are two of his victims.

AT THE CLH-ZEL

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
SjH'ncer Tracy is bnck again in one
of the masterpieces of film history,
"Edison. The Mun". Tracy relives
the life of the great inventor. Here
is a real-life picture that is as true
B< a document yet as exciting as a
fictionist's dream. Supporting Spencer
Tracy are Rita Johnson and Lynne
Overman.
AH the riotous color and gorgeous
beruty of the romantic South Seas
are alive on the screen in Paramount's greatest Technicolor production. "Typhoon", which comes to the
"Work?" he says.
Cln-Zcl Sunday and Monday, May
"Yea", I says, "work!"
26-7.
The
picture stars Dorothy
"Am I supposed to do thnl?" he says.
I .aim ut.
Robert
Preston,
Lynne
"Sure", I tells him, "thut's what everybody does. That's
Overman, J. Carrol Naish in a sethow they get money."
ting of tropic love, tidal waves and
"Oh", he says. "Well, they didn't tell me anything about forest fires.
that in collitch."
Shnmus O'Riley offered Butch a job diggin' post holes,
an' Butch says he couldn't do heavy work because he is
got a rupture. An' Shamus says, how can Butch kick a
football for his collitch if he has a rupture, an' Butch
aays he only kicks a football with his right foot an' the
rupture ia on his left side. Then Shamus says, is Butch
right handed, an' Butch is jus' smart enough to see what's
Sundaes
Soda*
comin' so he says, no, he is left handed when he digs post
holes and it will strain his rupture. So now he sits out
and
on the steps all day, except at meal time when he looks
like anything but a guy which is worried about hia
rupture.

Holland Dairy
Store

Malted Milks

Well, Slug, I gotta get ta work. Yer Aunt Sadie is
callin' fer me ta come an' hold the lantern while she cuts
some wood. They work a man ta death aroun' here.

MM!

Your Friends Hare

Yourn
Uncle Pete

Immediately after the chapel program, a tree was dedicated on the
west lawn of the library as a gift from
the senior class.
Arthur Shanly,
class president, made the presentation.
Under the roots of the tree was deposited a hermetically sealed lead
cylinder, in which had been placed
the names of the students of the
class of '40, class records, a copy of
the "Bee Gee News" and clippings
of current events of world inteiest.

'Shrew' Is Success
As Players Present
Fun-Filled Comedy
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
deluxe when he wants to be, and
every action he went through was
funny in the "Shrew."
Good Supporting Cast

We Tread Dangerous Ground..
With Germany catapulting through France to
the amazement of the French and to the wonder
of the world, we in the United States are beginning to get the jitters, not because the people
themselves are worried about Hitler and the war,
but-because certain interests are forcing the
people to shiver.
The local theater has been showing a bunch of
war scenes being put out by the American Red
Cross. Though this body is undoubtedly worthy
etc., their film which they are distributing is a
hoax as far as the actual truth is concerned.
Sotne of the scenes are undoubtedly true. But
the anal plea, the heart-rending little girl, the
sobbing, foreign voice is the type of thing that
gives* the American people a case of emotionalism
which may result in not only the gift of money
but also the gift of lives.
The picture of the little girl with a war torn
background is obviously a fake — but it does
take effect.
A«Jd to this the president's plea for money to
build, up an even greater "defense" armament.
He {Bants millions for himself to spend on armaments as he sees fit. With the president as the
Commander-in-chief of the army and navy, he
could with this amount of money, conduct a foreign campaign to the extent that Congress would
have to declare war and vote more expenditures
in order to finish, in American style, what the
White House commander begins.
The Spanish American war was begun in this
manner. The Mexican and Chinese campaigns
were begun in this manner. What is there to
prevas**ucu a recurrence of history at the present time?

This country is aa neutral as Mrs. Louit at one of
Joe's fights.
The number of British Tommies killed on the Western
Front to date is almost as great as the number of Irish
Patriots hanged in England for daring to fight for
liberty.

■)• u
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A PERFECT
COMBINATION
Two 5c hamburgers with a dish
of HOME MADE potato salad
at Sc.

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop
b.

On Wooster Street

Expert Beauty Work to
fit your individual
style
PRESERVE
YOUR PLEASANT
VACATION and
SUMMER PHOTOS

Albums 50c up

All June iraduatn srr requested to p«r diploma fee of
92.SO on Thursday afternoon.
May 23rd.
Payment may bo mad* at
Business Office window.
All JUNE GRADUATES
who desire to make application for State Provisional
Certificate, and all other students who will be eligible to
receive
Sta.te
Provisional
Certificates are requested to
meet Thursday, May 23, at
the time and place indicated
below.
The State certification fee
of one dollar must be paid on
the day when the application
for certificate is filled out.
Please have exact change—no
check*.
If a student can not come
at tho hour indicated, he or
she may come at either hour
of the schedule. Application
MUST be made on date indicated. Excuses not accepted,
unless absolutely necessary.
See
Miss
Secor for any
NECESSARY change of lira*.
Please bring PEN and INK
and PENCIL.
DECREE STUDENTS—
Room 201A
3:00 o'clock—Those whose
names begin A to U inclusive.
3:30 o'clock—Those whose
names begin M to Z, inclusive.

Strawser & Co.

t,. -.'.

-

Announcements

Daniel Noss, Harley Allion and
Jack Doane gave good performances
as the suitors to Bianca. Margaret
Kttinger as Bianca played the role
of innocence and beauty in a manner reminiscent of her great work
COUPON—Thia adv. and 39c will
in "Our Town."
clean and press a pair of trousers,
Stealer of the comedy part was
a sweater, or a skirt. Coupon must
Allen Lewis, as the servant to Jaynes.
And one of the best-cast was William
be presented when order is taken.
Critz as Biondello.
Home Laundry and Dependable
Credit goes to Prof. Elden T.
Dry Cleaners, 166 W. Woostcr St.
Smith for this successful revival of
Shakespeare on the University stage.
Gene Keller, as technical director,
Howard Shine as stage manager. Harold Leggett as scenic design director,
and the other stage crews helped make
this play the success of fun and comHeadquarters for the nice things
edy it was.
for the Graduate and at prices
appealing.

•>r !
There is a law of retribution. It is aa true, as certain.
as anything can be. "An eye for an eye, a tooth for a
tooth." Take a lesson from Shakespeare's Shylock: "The
villany you teach me, I will execute, and it shall go hard
but I will better the instruction".
The Treaty of Versailles overlooked this fundamental
element in human nature. Germany then was given one
of the filthieat deals In the entire history of international
racketeering. Now they tell us that Germany is a brutal
aggressor. Maybe. And maybe Germany is Just getting
even. If German soldiers fight well, England and France
need only read the Treaty of Versailles to understand
why. Because President Wilson lacked the strength of
his convictions. Clemenceau and Lloyd George were allowed to butcher Germany. The proud German nation can
never forget that. German soldiers have a reason to
fight well. And when German soldiers go over the top
it is possible that they remember something that happened
back in 1918-19; it is possible that they remember that
England kept the blockade clamped on Germany for
months after the Armistice was signed. There was no
reason for the blockade to continue, but because it did
continue untold thousands of Germans, women and children included, died of starvation, died of starvation because the blockade was continued for months after the
Armistice had been signed. Older Germans remember it,
and older Germans pass it on to younger Germans, and
no German will forget it until the score has been evened.
There is no doubt that German soldiers in the front
lines remember it, and remembering they aim a little
straighter and press their triggers a little more firmly.

Benny Schulman ia
the Bowling Green
representative
for
the
certified
milk
sold by the I'rairy
Dairy Farm of
Wayne.
Prof. D. J. Crowley of the industrial
arts school has been
confined to his bed

likely to be successful in life.

Three
other scholarships were
awarded. They are service .scholarships at Northwestern University and
Sincerely,
they went to Robert Dorfmeyer, OrMrs William C. Hunter ville Dryer, and William Chappell.
The plaque for the best chapel
program of the year waa presented
to Bill Mahoney, vice-president of
Commoner fraternity, which won the
award.
—
i
■
.i ■
-

Knock Before You Enter
Slug-nutty Nephew,
Now that your four-year vacation is over I suppose
you will be comin' home. I'll move your brother over
to make room for you on the back steps—or do you by
any rare stroke of chance expect to work? Thut's what
I thought! Should of knowed better than to expect it.
Yer olo' man got lazier every year, r.n' the later you kids
come in along the line the worse you wuz.
Now I ain't sayin' you ain't learned nothin' at that
collitch; that ia I ain't sayin' it yet. But I know all your
brother Butch learned up there is that it is easier in the
long run to remove beer bottle caps with a bottle opener
than with yer teeth. He'd never learned it though if he
hadn't a busted out all his front teeth doin' it an' had ta
use a boltle opener as a last resort.
I remember when Butch come home from collitch, still
wearin' his room mute's suit. He looked right smart in
it till I.em Laudonsliiuger, the new constable, seen them
stripes an' figured Butch wuz that Zebra which got away
from the Circus the year before an' sturted shootin' at
him. If I.em hadn't a forgot ta wear his specs that day
it woulda been the end of Butch. Chased him clear over
ta Hog's Creek as it wuz before he runned outta shells.
Butch is so dumb he thinks it's n game an' says I,em
should get some more shells an' they'd do it again.
When Butch comes home I says, "well now that yer done
In collitch, Butch, whatya gonna do?"
"Oh, I dunno", he says, "think maybe I'll drink me a
couple of beers an' then shoot a few games a pool".
"Whut I mean", I says, "is what ya gonna do about
work?"

Many Are Named
In University's
First Honors Day

Eight pounds of blessed event, Ronnie, arrived last Wednesday at nine
o'clock at the Frank Brana's.
Both
mother and child are resting fine at
Community Hospital.

Jewelers - Optometrists
Next the Electric Light Office

MARY LOU SCHLUMBAHM

Compliments of

The Bank of
Wood County
Member

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

The Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

Overheard At The Parrot
These Charming People

We have all the gadgets to complete
in

your

summer adventure

photography,

inexpensively.

PRACTICAL GIFTS FOR
GRADUATION

Lloyd's Drug
Store
WALGREEN AGENCY

Bill "Champ" Krits is a versatile lad with his aptitude, ia fencing, boxing, marathon swimming and dramatics, but when it const
to carrying Mary Herbert's picture next to his heart . . . that's too
versatile I He should stick to the minor leagues!
"Willy" Kirtley is tops to take on a party. He knows all the
best drinks and his French-fried onions are tasty, but why does
he cra.e to have his name in this column.
He should nse more
tact in swing .bout it, we think 1
Virglhi. Wright is our choice for one of tha outstanding- eyefala
of thia campus, especially in riding habit I But why can't she
shake (ant icy glance brought along from Ottawa Hills?!?
SMrhia "Blackmail" Weisler ia one ef the smoothest gab we
knyejsdlivated a friendship with, bat why does she let the Findlay
n^nfines, hit in the Parrot in hi. solit.de when aha. has already
a»a»}e M tar ■>■<•'
Plug: Try "Blue. In The Grsm." by Jan S«Titt and the) ToeHatters on the NickU-Jam-Can! It's summ.r keatl
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Bowling Green Host To 'Big Six' Track Carnival
Racqueteers
Migrate To
Combat TU
Bluff ton Match Rained Out;
To Be Played Here
Saturday, May 25
Coach Budd Cox's Falcon
racquet swingers will make another endeavor to play their
often postponed match with the
University of Toledo netters
Thursday afternoon when they
journey to the "big town" for
the contest.
The Brown and Orange topped the
Rockets earlier in the year by a convincing; 6-3 count but reports from
Toledo are to the effect that Coach
Stone's crew considered the first
Bee Gee victory a fluke and they will
be out for revengeful victory.
To date, the Brood has split evenly
in the four matches that they have
played, winning; from Toledo U. and
DeSales and falling; before Bluffton
College and to the DeSales Sailors
in a return match.
The same team that has been playing the other matches is expected to
make the trip to Toledo. It is made
up of Don Mason, Jim Hollinger,
Captain
Jack
McMahon,
Chuck
Snyder, Owen Hughes and Harold
Hagemeyer.
Coach Cox announced that, owing
to the lack of sufficient funds, no
Falcon representatives will be entered in the Ohio Conference tennis
championships at Oberlin this coming week-end. However, he did state
that there is a possibility of matches
being scheduled with the Findlay
College netmen.
Rain postponed the scheduled
tennis match with the Bluffton
Beavers Monday afternoon. The
snatch is slated to be played
Saturday morning if weather
conditions permit. The Falcons
were leading by a slight margin
when "the rains came."

Editorial
Bowlinff Green State Univer.ity athletic* loaf * benevolent
frietid and a staunch supporter
when A. M. Patterson passed
away at his Ever» Avenue home
Sunday afternoon after a long
illness.
Art, as he was better known,
was not alone a BG team booster
but was a personal friend of most
of the men on the teams. He
attended practice sessions regularly and had the record of missing very few of the University
athletic events.
Mr. Patterson was an honorary member of the Five Brother
Fraternity and aided this group
by his inspirational advice.
He was the father of Don
Patterson, popular business administration
sophomore
and
varsity basketball player and
trackster.

Five Brothers Win First
Weightlifting Contest
The Five Brother fraternity won
the first annual intramural weightlifting; contest by amassing a total
of 20 points as against 11 counters
for the Independents their nearest
competitors. The other teams and
the point* they garnered in the meet
were, Kohl Hall B, and Delhi fraternity 3.
The individual winners and their
titles as announced by Henry Squire,
president of the Weightlifting Club,
are Jack "Chessy" Chestnutwood in
the featherweight class; Emerson
Avery, lightweight; Elmer Solt, middleweight; Jack Vermilyn, lightheavyweight and Emil Ihnat in the
heavyweight class.
The work of Emerson Avery in
the meet proved to be very sensational as he had never lifted before
the meet and then he won in his
weight division.
Three experienced Toledo lifters
served as judges and referees for the
occasion and they also put on an exhibition.

Horse-Hide Chasers Win One
Lose One; Dales Are Victims
The Falcons reverted to form in
losing a 13-7 decision to the Kent
Flashes on Toledo University's field
last Friday after walloping BlulTton
two weeks ago 24-10.
Kent took the flock in their stride
furthering a very successful road
trip.
Poor base-running, fielding
miaplays, and weak hitting of the
Falcons was in decided contrast to
Kent's fleet and fancy fielding and
brainy, breeiy base management.
McNeil opened on the hill for B.G.
allowing five hits and six runs in one
and 2-3 innings.
Mehlow relieved
him and struck out three men in a
row before letting up to allow nine
hits and seven runs in six innings.
Bucher pitched the ninth.
George Dunn not only played his
left field pasture excellence, but batted out a triple and a single in four
official attempts. His long sprint for
a Kent foul was applauded by everyone.
If any one player be singled out
for acclaim it was Kent's center gardener Bobby Griffith who covered the
huge center sward to perfection, robbing many Falcons of extra base
hits with long runs and excellent
catches.
Bowling Green made seven runs
on eleven hits and six Kent errors.

From The
Feminine
Field
By VIRGINIA A1.C.UIRE
Now that the very successful May
Day festivities are nothing but nice
mentoes the campus is back in its
regular routine.
The Most important news item in
regard to the women is the Splash
being given by the newly formed Swan
Club this Saturday.
At present 90 women
are expected to participate. An interesting and exciting program has been planned with races, games
and a general swim
the major items. After the swim a tea
wi
Virginia
" be given in the
Alguira
lounge of the Women's Building.
The singles tournament is still in
the preliminary stages with Ora Mae
Waterhouse, Virginia Corson and
Bonnie Boulis winning their respective matches. Most of the matches have
been postponed because of unfavorable weather.
The intramural baseball season
ends this week and as this copy goes
to press Boulis' team will play

15 hits and five errors by the Stellcr men.
A big six-run scoring spree in the
sixth inning and the masterful threehit pitching of Norm Bucher, gave
the Falcons their second win of the
season, an 11-8 victory over Hillsdale
College Saturday, May 18.
Bowling Green gained revenge for
a earlier 5-0 Hillsdale defeat by blast
ing three Dale hurlers for 14 base
hits. Included in this barrage was a
home run by Dewey Johnson in the
second frame, and triples by Tippy
Michaelia and Ted Grignon, both in
the big sixth inning with the latter's
coming with the bases loaded.
Johnson started on the hill for the
Stellermen, was nicked for one run
in the second, two more in the third,
then tired to permit five scores for
the Michigan lads. At this point,
Bueher took charge of the hurling,
gave up two hits before retiring the
side, but after that was untouchable,
giving up just one safe hit. His sidearm fast ball, a slow curve, and a
sinker ball kept the Hillsdale batters
off balance for the last five innings.
In addition, Bucher hit a double and
laid down a perfect squeeze bunt to
score Grignon.
The Falcons collected two rrfns in
the first, two more in the secorm, another in the fifth, then ran wild to
score six in the sixth to sew up the
game.
Fauble's and the winner will play
Powell's team. Although the intramurals are over, the women are
urged to take part in the individual
sport program.

Dutch Windmill
PICTURESQUE

PRIVATE

COMFORTABLE
Available for Summer School
Students.
Accommodates six
persons. Fully equipped with
kitchen and bath facilities. Inquire immediately of B. H.
Urschel. Phone 6641.
HAROLD DeMUTH
Every Day Mora Students Are
Coming In For Our

Home Cooked Meal*
20c -i#c

Court &T
Sandwich Shop
Corner Court stfo* Prospect

Baseballers
20 Teams
Play Oilers
In Ohio
Here May 29
Falcons Seek Revenge For
Against Findlay For
Early Defeat
Rowling Green's Falcons close
their current baseball season
when the powerful Findlay Oilers come in for a game Wednesday. May 29.
Findlay won a 13-inning
struggle from the Stellermen,
4-3, in the local's opener and
will cause the Falcons much trouble
when they visit here.
Featuring the Oiler's attack will
be the hurling of Al Endreck, who
pitched effective ball in the opener
with Bowling Green, and has added
several other victories to his string
since then. One of his masterful jobs
was a 3-0 shutout against the Toledo
Rockets, and a win over Wittenberg.
Endreck combines a fast ball with
a sharp breaking curve, and with
good control is a tough man to have
on the hill.
The Falcons have shown much
power at the plate in recent games
and if the pitchers can come through
with a good performance, Bowling
Green's chances to cop their seuson's
finale.
This game will find three seniors
donning their suits for the last time.
Archie Steele, centorfield ball-huwk;
Bob Smith, third-baseman, and Norm
Bucher, who guined notice by his
relief hurling in the Hillsdnle game.

Feathers From
The Falcon
Nest
By DUNNY

Open Season . . .
Reports have been trickling
into this office to the effect that
a hunting season is about to open
on our campus. No, I realize
that the law states that the season is somewhat in the distant
future and that it
isn't cricket to
shoot at birds out
of season — about
$25 says that it isn't — but still
there are going to
be a few birds in
this neigborhood
get the ax if these
Richard
reports are true.
Dunipace
To get down to cases it seems
that Coach Harry Ockerman has
been seen out by his home practicing with a shot gun full of
rock salt When a query was
made as to the reason for this
strange behavior it was learned
that the football mentor was carrying on this procedure the better to hit the campus' "Slamming Sammy Sneads" when he
finds them cutting divots from
the football field.
So you lads and lassies —
special note to the Kohl Hall golf
aspirants—who have been somewhat actuated by the spring
'weather to participate in the national pastime it is advisable and
I hereby do suggest, that you
use some other place than the
gridiron, because as the old axiom goes practice makes perfect
and Coach Ockerman is getting
pretty good with the shootin'
rod.
More Classical Comments . . .
The Stellermen did something
new for this year in the way of
playing baseball games Friday
when they played their scheduled
game with the Powerful Kent
State Golden Flashes on the University of Toledo Field. I have
heard of two deadly rivals having to play a rubber game of a
series on a neutral field but this
is the first time this year for
this sort of procedure.
The Intramural baseball
schedule has hit a new low. It
seems that to date very few, if
any, of the games have been
played but it seems that this is
one way to get it over. Have a
team win the crown on forfeits.
Coach Budd Cox's swimmers
have been going through a strenuous period of spring swimming
practices and it is reported that
the Falcon mermen have been
turning in better times during
this period than they did last
season, which all adds up to the
fact that the Brown and Orange
will be a positive force in Ohio
Conference swimming circles.

To Vie For Crown
Conference Conclave

University Of Toledo Is Defending Title
Holder; Oberlin Rated As
Chief Challenger
Ohio Conference track and field records will be given rugged
tests on Friday and Saturday when twenty Ohio college track
teams gather here for the "Big Six" Conference affair.
Schools slated to participate are Capital, Wittenberg, Kent
State, Heidelberg, Otterbein, Oberlin, Ashland, Toledo, Case, Ohio
Northern, Baldwin-Wallace, Mount Union, Denison, Kenyon,
Wooster, Findlay, John Carroll, Muskingum, Marietta and the
host team, Bowling Green. Full teams are expected from several
squads but the majority of the teams will enter only their ace
contenders.

These Records May
Fall In Meet Here
Shot Put—Hayes, Toledo,
1939,
47 ft. 2 in.
Pol. Vault — Allen, Ml. Union, 1933,
12 ft. S in.
Javelin — Stone, Ohio Wesleyan,
1926, 196 (t. 8 3-4 in.
High Jump — Barth, Case, 1931.
6 ft. 3 9-16 in.
Mile Run — Parsons, Ob.rlin, 1»26|
Crothers, Wooster, 1927, 4:23.8
Discua — Blum, Haidelberg, 1932,
13S ft. 6 1-2 in.
Broad Jump — Trego, Capital, 1934,
23 ft. 4 1-8 in.
440 yd. Run — Hanna, Wooster,
1929, :49.2
100 yd. Dash — Sharkey, Miaasi.
1926s Barnes, Oberlin, 192S| Eschelman, Oberlin, 1938, :9.8
120 yd. Low Hurdle — Kane, O. W.,
1928. .14 8
880 yd. Run — Williams, Oberlin,
1928, 1:86
220 yd. Dash — Barnes, Oberlin,

Oberlin and Toledo University nrtf
the pre-meet favorites with BaldwinForce vs. Dodds
Wallace, Wooster and Muskingum
The feature of the meet is expecthaving an inside chance.
Oberlin ed to be the "two mile feud race"
offers a well balanced team with the between Ronald Force of Heidelberg
dashes and distances being their and Gilbert Dodds of Ashland. Force
strong events. Bill Day, miler, Bob beat his opponent in a recent meet
Wear, middle distancer, and Al Di- held in Cleveland.
In the Northbella, dashman, should be near the western Ohio College meet the Heitop in their respective events. Hild- delberg star took the two mile in
1932, :2I
ner, DeGroff, and Bob Day will carry record breaking fashion with a 0:41.1 2 Mile Run — Chifwidder, Wooster,
the Oberlin colors in the field events. stride. Both these cindcrmen may
1938, 9 51
Coach Dan Kinsey's thinclads have enter the mile affair. It is expected 220 yd. High Hurdles — Bacon, Deniyet to lose a dual meet in this year's that the running will gain national
son, 1933. :23.S
competition.
recognition.
1 Mile Relay — Oberlin, 1928, 3:20
Toledo Champs
Homei Bower will compete in the
Toledo University, 1D39 confer- dashes and hurdles to help bring
ence champions, will be a strong points for the Case Scientists. Denthreat to take home the top honors ison's Big Red will have Ames Hanna
for the second straight time. Don to throw the javelin. Al Barran and
Youngs, captain and 440 and 880 Bill Oberhelmun will ulso compete
OF DisiniminnTinc
nmn, and Jake ('handler, hurdler, for the Donisonians. Otterbein will
nmERKRIlS 5IIUE II74
should place high in these events. feature Dick Rule in the century and
Henry "Jubbo" Giles, the Rockets' 200. Ted Neff and Wayne Hinton
ace shot putter and discus thrower, are also expected to star.
Mount
is a strong contender for two firsts. Union will bring Dew, llaidct, and
Bobby Nash will be seeking a first Jones to the big conclave, to represent
in the javelin. The Toledo trnckstcrs the Purple Raiders.
took purt in the Big Four meet last
Landis In Charge
Saturday and made a very good showThe meet as planned by Coach
ing against strong competition.
Beatty, Ackerman, Hull, and La- Puul Landis who is in charge of all
rimer will lead the Hl.uk ami Yd arrangements will be run off in two
low of Baldwin Wallace. Beutty and sessions. The first session will be in
Hull are runners while Ackerman the form of a qualifying round and
takes part in the pole vault. The will be run off on Friduy while the
Yellow Jackets defeuted Bowling finals are slated for Saturday afterGreen 74tt-64tt in the first outdoor noon. The price of admission will
meet of the season. Lea Nct7.cn, a be fifty cents a session but a com210 pound 10 second man, will be bination ticket can be purchased for
the star performer for the Kent State soventy-five cents that will admit
squad.
Netxen takes part in the the holder to both shows.
broad jump, shot put, discus and the
Stands for refreshments and light
hurdles.
Fred Crawford, a Kent lunches huve been arranged for and
sophomore speedster, will run the a eumplete score card will be on
dashes.
sale at the gute.

CHOICE

Eddie Wellner To Bear Falcon Hopes In
Loop Meet; B. G. Expected To
Better 1939 Score
With Bowling Green playing host to several hundred track-;
sters of this state in the Big Six meet, Coach Landis will have a
full team on hand to take part in the meet
Eddie Wellner, the River Rouge sprinter, will carry the majority of Falcon hopes. If Wellner places well in all his events:
the Falcons should make a good showing. Wellner will perform
in the broad jump, hurdles, and a4>
dash event The River Rouge trackster looks vary good in the Northwestern Ohio College Meet by leading the field in scoring.
Cliff Foster, who tied for fifth in
last year's sigh jump event, will again
try his hand at bar leaping. Joe Goff
will be entered in the pole vault event.
The Falcon relay team composed
of Ralph Rotael, Dwight Toedter, Duff
Madaras and Earl Brillhart is expected to place high in the mile relay. Toedter and Jerry Heitman will
be entered in the 880 yd. run.
George Madaras will be seeking
points in the shot put and javelin.
Duff Madaras and Emil Ihnat will be
entered in other field events. Jay
Parker, in the mile and Bill Primrose
in the hurdles are additional performers in the track events.

STRAWBERRY
SHORT CAKE TIME
SPECIAL
Fresh Strawberries
and lee Cream

10c

Special
JOIN THE THRONG
Eat At —

ITALY'S
SPECIAL LUNCH 25c

FOR
QUALITY
DAIRY PRODUCTS

Model Dairy

SHERMAN
5
33'5

VERI THIN WALTZ
$2975

N. S. Crosby
Jeweler
115 W. Wooster
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■■ B3 IS WSKSSSm with
ATLANTIC GASOLINE ud
MOTOR OIL

ATLANTIC WHITE
FLASH
Cor. S. Main and Washington
PICNICS

PICNICS

Your Picnic Bum
Headquarters
Schiedhsusrs

Sanitary Bakery
Corner W. Court and Main
PICNICS

PICNICS

TRY
ONE . ..

And you'll be taking - dozen
horn* with you.

Giant
Hamburger Shop
South Main
Next to Croaa Motor Sales
Open All Night

HE'S EVEN
SMARTER
than HE LOOKS

THREE CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS WILL Duncan Williams
Plays For U. A. Prom
HOLD ANNUAL PICNICS THIS WEEK
Quill Type Picnics At Fort Meigs Tonight; Saturday
Evening Chosen By Skols, Las Amigas
Sororities For Annual Outings
The picnic season continues in full swing for B. G. students.
Sadie Hawkins week includes three to be held by campus organizations. The Quill Type club will hold its annual affair this evening with the Las Amigas and Skol Sororities picnicing on
Saturday.
Quill Type members and their guests will gather at Side
Cut Park. All those planning to*
attend are asked to Ye Olde Five Brothers held their
meet at the P. A.
building at 4.
Jane D i c k s o n is
chairman of the general committee for the
affair. Other committee members are:
Ruth Hanna, Grace
Otto, Raymond Chalmers, Bcrnice Brauneck and Marilee

M. Walratk
Hargcshcimer.
Wayne Park has been chosen by
the Skol Sorority for its annual
picnic. The alfair will be for members and their guests. Following the
picnic supper there will be duncing.
Gene Lewis is chairman of the
foods committee. Assisting her are
Harriet Ernst, May Lou Mcrtz and
Lynctte Purky.
The Las Amigas Sorority's annual
picnic will also be held at Fort Meigs
Saturday evening. The outing will
begin at 6:30.
Committee members in charge of
th refreshments are Jean Mcrsereau,
Harriet Troyer, Dorothy Baxter and
Ellen Henderson. A program of entertainment will be presented following the picnic supper. Joan Weaver,
Virginia Kurtz, Eulcen Honcck and
Betty Dilley are committee members
in charge of the program.

third degree banquet at the Methodist
Church last night with 90 men present. Pledges taken in were Bill
Bockerman, Bob Fels, Don Greetham,
Meridit Parker,-Don Cunningham,
Nate Vance, Willard Chapoton, Bob
Eckart, Ellsworth Sherman, Joe DcHnven, Jim Showkier, Joe Coale, Bob
Purdy, Dick Beck, Jean Bellard, Joe
Fox, Herschcl Johnston, Bruce Bishop,
Bruce Seigenthaler, Bob Smith, John
Berie, George Dunn, and Vaughn
Errctt.
Over 250 invitations were sent to
tho alumni for the annual picnic and
spring homecoming which will be held
June 7.
John Rhors was in Chicago last
week.
Brother Bob Bowers has been hired
by the National Carbon Company in
Fremont, and will begin work at the
close of school. Duff Madaran has also
secured a coaching job at Fayette
High School.
Al Sautter won the ping pong
championship of the fraternity, defeating Jim Hollingrr. Other fraternity tourneys are progressing.

■Catherine Bilderback was installed
ns president of the 3-Kay Sorority at
the meeting Tuesday evening. Other
officers are: vice president, Virginia
Kline; secretary,
Leila
Trombly;
tiea-surcr,
Florence
Ruehle;
and
chaplain,
Mary
Lucille
Rostofcr.
VioRuth Baxter, Seven Sister, was
elected president of Kuppa Phi, wo- let Brubuker had as her guest for the
men's Methodist organization, at an May Day week-end, her mother from
Montpelier.
election of officer* last week.
Other officers for the coming year
A formal dinner was held last
are Laura Ebersole, vice president;
Mardo Bloicr, secretary; Mary Cross, Wednesday evening at Shatzel Hall
treasurer; Margaret Wilson, member- honoring tho ton senior girls who reship chairman; Kathryn Bilderback, side there. Corsages were presented
social chairman; Grace Chapin, chap- to tho girls and guests.
Virginia Kurtz, freshman from
lain; Laura Hiestand, invitation chairman; Ruth Wilson, reporter; Ruth Royal Oak, Mich., acted as toastmistress for the program which included
Kellermeyer, program chairman.
The formal initiation service was a vocal solo by Ruth Phillips, a clargiven to Ruth Ruhland, Grace Chap- inet solo by John Huffman, and a
in, Marjorie Lehman, Jeanne Parody, piano solo by Paul Ullom. Dancing in
Lois Newcombe, Fern Householder, the annex to a nickelodian followed
Florence Lambert and Helen Neilson. the program.

DO

YOU

SMOKE

KLEVER'S

IWTHU CAMtRA MOM ^

Unfavorable weather caused the
Uriversity Anniversary Prom to be
held in the Women's Gym instead of
on the tennis courts as scheduled, but
the dance was still one of the most
colorful and successful formats to be
held this year on the campus. Duncan
Williams and his Lima orchestra played from 9 to 12:30 for 200 couples.
Festive Japanese lanterns and colored flood lights decorated the gym.
The orchestra was placed in the large
gym with both rooms being; used for
dancing. During the intermission Abe
Kcown introduced the May Queen
and her attendants and also two
former University May Queens. John
Kcown led the singing of the Alma
Mater. Refreshments were served in
the hall.

Are Headquarters for
GRADUATION
GIFTS

Plans for the Commoners picnic to
be held May 31 are progressing rapidly, according to Bob Dierks, chairman.
A committee consisting of Rex
Moorhead, Dick Mougy, and Robert
Rice is investigating the possibilities
of the fraternity running a cooperatively operated house next year.
C. Hayes Garstcr, a charter member of the fraternity, visited the Commoners at their meeting last week.
Mr. Otis Smith, Commoner, is recovering from a nervous breakdown
at the house. Mr. Smith is the son of
the Commoners' housemother, Mrs.
C. J. Smith.
Carl Koch, '39, assistant coach at
Genoa High School, visited the house
over the week-end. Genoa's track team
won second place in the Class B
division at the Northwestern Ohio
High School Track and Field meet
held here Saturday.

Complete Selection
Th* Gift For a College Friend

For Fine Pastries and Special
Orders
CALL 6471

THE

RAOSr'YOUft PITCHER'S
001N' TO LOOK SWELL
WHIN THEY DEVELOP
A NO PRINT IT.' I'M
A SWELL PITCHES^'
TAKER.'

s»

BULOVA, ELGIN,
HAMILTON and
WESTF1ELD watches
B. G. S. U. SEAL
JEWELRY

LUCIEN DeLONG
Parfums and Clognes
See Pif-Pat-Puf Bags at
$1.50

Kodaks from $1 to
$33.50

Just The Thing For Summer

Prints 3c each

New pieces of Jewelry
New Novel Gifts

ROGERS BROS

Developing Free

*V DRUGGISTS
.♦
'' ft PHONE 5941 '

121 N. Main St.

A
Send Off
To
America's
Future Leaders
You'll march foot-sure and steady through graduation and then into life when you walk in a pair
of shoes from

UHLMAN'S

RANDALL'S BAKERY
186 South Main

CIGARETTE

He looks so smart because he
IS smart enough to use our
dry cleaning service regularly.
Keeps clothes new longer.

DRUG STORE

BLUEBIRD
DIAMOND RINGS

Roberta Hanline, Thr*e-Kay, was
elected president of Kappa Delta Pi,
national honorary education society,
at a recent election of officers.
Other officers include Marguerite
Barker, vice president; Janet Crum,
secretary; Wayne Close, trensurer
and Darwin Mayfleld, reporter-historian. The officers were elected and
installed at a meeting last week.
Guests at the dinner were Dr. and
Mrs. F. J. Prout, Dean and Mrs. A.
B. Conklin, Mrs. Maude Sharp and
Miss A. Wrey Warner.

ROGERS BROi

THAT

CHESTERFIELD

SATISFIES
GIVES YOU A

SANITARY DRY
CLEANERS
Ph. 6611

139 E. Wooster

THE LYRIC
WED.-THUR.

May 22-23

James Cagncy, Priscilla Lane in

"The Roaring Twenties"

BETTER-TASTING

FRI.-SAT.
May 24-25
Open 2:16 Sat
Charles Starrett in
"Bullet.

For

DEFINITELY MILDER SMOKE

Rustlers"

The one aim of Chesterfield
is to give you more smoking
pleasure. And no cigarette gives
smokers such complete smoking
enjoyment as you get from Chesterfield, with its Definitely Milder,
Cooler, Better Taste.

Admission: lie and 16c
SUN.-MON.
May 26-27
Open 2:16 Sun.
The Moil Amaaing Picture
Ever Mad*!

"Dr. Cyclop."
In Technicolor
TUE.-WED.-THUR.
May 28-29-30
Jaa. Stewart, Jean Arthur in
"Mr. Smith Goes To

The best cigarette tobaccos that
grow in Tobaccoland, U.S.A. and in
far-away Turkey and Greece are com•
bined right in Chesterfield to give
\\
smokers everything they could ash for.
"4 If you want real smoking satisfaction
l'l\ ... make your next pack Chesterfield.

Washington"
~~FRANK UZAK

THE CLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FRI.
May 22, 23. 24
SPENCER TRACY in

'Edison The Man"
SAT. — Open 2:16 — May 25
2—FEATURES—2
HOPALONG CASSIDY in

"Hidden Gold"
Also
BILLY LEE in

"Biscuit Eater"
SUN.-MON.
May 26-27
Open 2:16 Sun.
Dorothy Lamour, Robert
Preston in
Filmed in Technicolor

"TYPHOON"
TUB. — Open 2:46 — May IS
FLORENCE RICE in

"GIRL IN 313"
Admissoin: lle-Sle till 6 p.m.;
llc-Slc after 6
RUTH HEYMAN

a

POUT McCUNTOCK and DONNA DAI are |
tee of tee beslest stars on Pred Wailng's
Oeetsrtlsld fUASUM TIME broadcasts.

"J"" MAO! FOt

5SS53:

estertieJ

AMERICAS BUSIEST CIGARETTE

t a Mies, Tsetse, Ce.

